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Today, open source development is used extensively in creating dynamic websites. This
methodology is highly advanced and it is used in many big companies. This development process
has created some robust and famous software programs like Linux, UNIX, and Firefox etc and for
that many companies prefer to use this methodology for website creation and its maintenance. This
software program gives many advantages to users. It is completely safe and hassle free and the
company does not have to go through the complicated software licensing process. This free
application is community driven and community serving. The brilliant programmers of around the
world have joined the community and putting their best efforts to provide quality service.

It is true that with growing demand for websites, the demand for open source has also been
increased. Today open source has grabbed a major portion of web development and the developers
mostly use this methodology in creating dynamic websites. There are many benefits of this software
application which gives different types application in website. But along with its advantages, we find
some disadvantages of this application software. Here you will come to know about these
disadvantages.

We have to be very careful in using open source development program. There are many codes in
this application program and for this the developers lose enthusiasm for further modification. So, the
developers should choose a particular source code which is developed and meet all our demands.
Though this software is open source, the sources are free. Thus whenever you are using it, you
should make it sure that there is no restriction in using it for further development.

This application software can be used by anybody and it helps to improve development modules.
You should make it sure that that your developers are using the codes in such a manner so that
they can give support for further development or modification. Sometimes we find open source
codes in internet communities. The developers should not go for these. These are all bugs. The
developers should be very careful in using bug free codes.

These are some of the important factors which one should consider before applying this
methodology in website. But still this application is very helpful as it saves both time and money.
Along with open source ERP is also a very useful software module. The full form of ERP is
Enterprise Resource planning. It is comprised of some software modules which enhance the
performance of resources in an organization. For business administration, this software module is
used extensively.

This ERP implementation has many benefits like improved operational efficiency, better work flow,
improved management resource, better order tracking of human capital management. All these
benefits come as ERP software package. The process of implementation of ERP in an organization
depends upon some factors like business function and quality service. These two are important
factors that play a key role in implementing process.

Various types of ERP packages are available in market. Choosing the best packager for ERP
implementation is the main step. The choice of package depends upon business functions. Different
companies choose different packages. It is advisable to do a complete research work before taking
any package.
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